Published Special Issues with JEBAS
Guest editor with special issue proposals are welcome at any time during the year,
and should be submitted their proposal to jebasonline@gmail.com. The proposed
special issues in the JEBAS are organized into the subject area of the journal as
follows.
 Microbiology
 Parasitology
 Biochemistry
 Molecular biology
 Animal Physiology
 Plant Physiology
 Animal Pathology
 Plant Pathology
 Health sciences
 Pharmacology
 Toxicology
 Biotechnology
 Environmental biology
 Food science
 Nutrition
 Agricultural sciences
 Botany
 Ethnobotany
 Forestry
 Agroforestry
 Bioinformatics
 Physical sciences
 Veterinary science
 Clinical science
 Botany
 Zoology
 Enzymology
 Endocrinology
 Special issue should be deal with more focused topics with high current
interest falling within the scope of the journal in which they are published.
Contents of special issue should be organized by recognized experts in the
area and attract articles of the highest quality. Proposals for Special Issues

should be submitted by the Lead Guest Editor of the Special Issue and
should include the following:
 A suggested title for the Special Issue
 Aims and Scope along with an overview of the Special Issue’s
intended focus and a list of the topics to be covered
 A list of Guest Editors who will join the Lead Guest Editor in
managing the Special Issue, including their names, emails,
affiliations, and a short biography (one paragraph) of each of the
Guest Editors
 A proposed timeline and schedule which includes:
 Deadline for submission
 Tentative publication date
 Along with proposal of special issue leading guest editor should provide a
Call-for-Papers for the Special Issue which will be posted online along with
the proposal of special issue.
 Special Issues are made freely available online to all interested readers
leading to the maximum possible dissemination and recognition within the
scientific community.
 The peer reviewed of submitted manuscript will be managing by the
editorial team and guest editor of special issue. The Guest Editor handling
the manuscript will then need to assign it to external referees for peer
review. The Guest Editor should assign a minimum of 2 and a maximum of
4 independent external referees to each paper, and this should be done within
a maximum of 2 week from the time he/she has received the manuscript.
Reviewers are then expected to submit their reports within a maximum of 3
weeks.
 The Guest Editor reviews the revised manuscript after the minor changes
have been made by the authors. Once the Guest Editor is satisfied with the
final manuscript, the manuscript can be accepted.

